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Captain, USAF

M.A., California State University, Sacramento (1984)

Statement of Problem

Military personnel are restrained from assisting in the"

enforcement of civil law by the Posse Comitatus Act.

Violators may be subjected to a $10,000 fine and/or two

years in prison.

Military commanders, operations officers, and chiefs of

police, routinely have to make decisions on the use of their

personnel which may violate this law and place them in

jeopardy of prosecution. Without a thorough knowledge of

the authorizations and prohibitions of the Posse Comitatus

Act, this jeopardy is increased.

No single-source reference is provided to guide

military personnel in making the decisions, therefore,

in,.-,rrect decisions may be made either providing unlawful

assistance or denying authorized assistance. This thesis

provides comprehensive lists of authorizations and
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'-- prohibitions which may be used to make those decisions. 7.

Sources of Data

The data collected in this thesis were taken from court

decisions, U.S. Attorney General opinions, military Judge

Advocate General opinions, government documents, books,

journals, letters, and interviews.

Conclusions Reached

Although the Posse Comitatus Act seems straight forward

in it s prohibitions, court decisions, legal opinions, and

legislation have resulted in twice the number of specific

authorizations than prohibitions. A list of these

authorizations and prohibitions should be provided by the

military sevices to the personnel who make such decisions, , '.-

This will provide some degree of protection from personal

liability for violating Posse Comitatus and may also be

beneficial in increasing the protection provided by civil

law enforcement. The military services should update these

lists annually to remain current with the decisions of the

courts. .. . . ...
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enforcement of civil law by the Posse Comitatus Act.

Violators may be subjected to a .e10,OO0 fine and/or two
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Military commanders, operations officers, and chiefs of
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personnel which may violate this law and place them in .

jeopardy of prosecution. Without a thorough knowledge of

the authorizations and prohibitions of the Posse Comitatus

Act, this jeopardy is increased.

No single-source reference is provided to guide

military personnel in making the decisions, therefore,

incorrect decisions may be made either providing unlawful S
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Sources of Data

The data collected in this thesis were taken from court

decisions, U.S. Attorney General opinions, military Judge

Advocate General opinions, government documents, books,

journals, letters, and interviews.

Conclusions Reached

Although the Posse Comitatus Act seems straight forward

in it's prohibitions, court decisions, legal opinions, and

legislation have resulted in twice the number of specific

authorizations than prohibitions. A list of these

authorizations and prohibitions should be provided by the

military sevices to the personnel who make such decisions.

This will provide some degree of protection from personal

liability for violating Posse Comitatus and may also be

beneficial in increasing the protection provided by civil

law enforcement. The military services should update these

lists annually to remain current with the decisions of the

courts.
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PREFACE

SThis study has served a dual purpose. Of course, it

has served as the concluding labor in the quest for

receiving a Master of Arts degree in Criminal Justice, but

more importantly, it has provided a plethora of information

for me to use in my chosen profession as an Air Force

o fPicer.

I decided to study this subject as a result of my

experiences as an Air Force Security Police operations

officer. I realized my knowledge about the Posse Comitatus

Act was lacking, and in my discussions with other security

police ofCicers, it was evident they also lacked knowledge

on the subject.

I hope the information in this study of the Posse

Comitatus Act will serve as a basis for the Air Force to

provide similar official information to it's personnel.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The Posse Comitatus Act is a constraint placed by

Congress on the use of military personnel to assist with

civilian law enforcement. According to this constraint,

"Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly

authorized by the Constitution or act of Congress,

willfully uses any part of the Army or Air Force as a posse

comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined

not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two

years, or both."'

Before attempting to learn what activities are

authorized to military personnel assisting civilian law

enforcement, the reader should first have a basic

understanding of the Posse Comitatus Act and the events

which led to its passage.

The Posse Comitatus Act

The term posse comitatus ... the entire

population of a county, above the age of 15, from

whom the sheriff may draw to aid him in the

execution or enforcement of the law.2

The Posse Comitatus Act is a result of the Civil War.

In 1865, with the end or that conflict, the victorious
;..1
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North implemented programs for "Reconstruction" of the

South. As a result of the reconstruction programs, the

defeated southern states were saturated with

"carpetbaggers" and federal occupation troops. The

"caroetbaggers" were businessmen selected by northern

politicians to come south and govern the rebel states

during their reconstruction. As political appointees over

a defeated nation, they held nearly limitless power over

southern citizens. In the South, this was viewed as a

denial of the basic right to self-government. 3 The

"carpetbaggers", through their excesses, greed, and

corruption, left a legacy in the South. Even today, many

Southerners associate the term "carpetbagger" with a

dishonest politician wnose primary concern is his own

well-being.

The dominance of southern political affairs might have

been swiftly overturned through the election process.

Fowever, there was extensive use of federal troops to

support and ensure survival of the carpetbagger

governments.4  Troops were used in a variety of ways .

which were seen as overt attempts by northern politicians

to subvert the natural evolution of southern (usually

Demo'ratic) politics. Although responsible Southerners

conceded an initial necessity for occupation troops to

return the South to norriality following the war, the

~~~~~~~~.-".'........,-. ..-. ,..--.....'-.--.. - ............-....... ..

- * . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .- -. -.. . ...-.. .. . . .-..... - " -& .-. - . . - -



extended (12 year) occupation was seen as excessive. In

addition, the use of occupation troops as a posse comitatus

to collect taxes, monitor and police elections, and control

the southern political process (the Louisiana State

Legislature was thrice invaded and legislators harrassed)

did nothing to ease post war tensions.
5

Eleven years after the end of the Civil War, the

Democratic party had gained political control of all but

three of the southern states. In those three, South

Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana, the political fighting

between Democrats and Republicans was particularly bitter.

During the 1876 presidential election, the rival parties

accused each other of fraud and intimidation of voters in

each of these states. As a result of the political

rivalry, two sets of election certificates were sent to

Congress. Each party had certified its own set of

certificates, thereby placing the presidential election

6results for those states in question. As a result of

the dual certificates, the closely contested presidential

election could not be immediately decided. No one knew

whether Rutherford B. Hayes (Republican) or Samuel J.

Tilden (Democrat) had been elected President of the Un'ited

States. The election hung on the nineteen electoral votes

fron South Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana. A special

'iiIteen member Congressional committee was established to

• . . .. .. .- , . . - . . .......... . . . . . ... ,.......... . -.........,,-, ,... . ,,,....-..:.: -.-.......- f,:
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resolve the dispute and award the electorial votes to the

rightful winner of each vote. The committee was composed

of seven Democrats and seven Republicans, with the swing

vote belonging to a pro-Republican. In order to be elected

President, Tilden needed only one of the nineteen votes in

question. He received none, and Hayes became President. 6

Southern Democratic politicians in Congress were furious

and the first attempt to remove occupation troops from

availibility as a posse comitatus was submitted as a rider

to the Army Appropriations Bill before the House of

Representatives. With voting following party lines, this

first proposal was deadlocked and Congress adjourned the

session without passing the appropriations bill.7

The three previously discussed situations,

"carpetbaggers", federal occupation troops in the south for

12 years, and the defeat of Tilden in a hotly contested

election, combined with the resentment from the Civil War

to form the catalyst for passage of the Posse Comitatus Act

by the 45th Congress in 1878. Although once repealed in

order to move it from Title 10 of the United States Code to

Title 18 of the United States Code, the Posse Comitatus Act

has remained virtually unchanged for 105 years. The ,-.

original version passed in 1878 read as follows: .
0

From and after passage of this act it shall

not Tbe lawful to employ any part of the Army of
" ..-S
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the United States as a posse comitatus, or

otherwise, for the purpose of executing the laws,

except in such cases and under such circumstances

as such employment of said force may be expressly

authorized by the Constitution or by act of Con-

gress: and no money appropriated by this act

shall be used to pay any of the expenses incurred

in the employment of any troops in violation of

this section: and any person willfully violating

the provisions of this section shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding

: 10,000 or imprisonment not exceeding two years,

or by both such fine and imprisonment. 1 2

As mentioned earlier, there have been virtually no

significant changes to the original Posse Comitatus Act

since its enactment in 1878. There was one significant

oversight to the original version, plus some minor changes,

of which the reader should be aware, however.

The significant oversight centers around the exclusion

of the Navy from inclusion under Posse Comitatus. In the

two unsuccessful versions submitted before the original

Posse Comitatus Act was finally passed, the Navy had been

specifically identified by name. There is some speculation

that the Navy was deleted from the version which finally

. .-.....
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .:
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passed because the proposal was a rider to an Army

appropriations bill.1 1  No matter what the reason, the --

Navy has never been added to the wording of the Posse

Comitatus Act. Additionally, the Navy's sister service

under the Department of the Navy, the Marine Corps, has

never been included and is not legally bound by the

constraints of Posse Comitatus. It should be noted that

the Navy and Marine Corps place constraints upon themselves

through Naval and Marine Corps Regulations which fulfill

the intent of the restrictions imposed by the Posse

Comitatus Act.

A minor change to the Posse Comitatus Act came about

as a result of the creation of the United qtates Air Force

as a separate branch of the military in 1947. Prior to

1947, the Air Force was the Army Air Corps, a part of the

Army, and was included under the provisions of Posse

Comitatus. From 1947 until 1956, there were no changes

made to bring the new branch under the provisions of Posse

Comitatus. On August 10, 1956, the Posse Comitatus Act was

amended to include the Air Force. 1 .

The most significant change to the restraints of the

Posse Comitatus Act was the passage of Public Law 97-86,

The Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1982. This

law, which does not change the actual Posse Comitatus Act

in Title Il, is a new chapter which was added to Title 10

.-.. . . .. . ... -.. - . .
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of the United States Code and will be addressed at length

in chapter three.
13

Having completed a brief Posse Comitatus history

lesson, one final area must be covered before proceeding.

The reader should know to whom the Posse Comitatus Act is

A applicable.

Applicability

In his 1960 article entitled "Restrictions Upon Use of

the Army Imposed by the Posse Comitatus Act", Major H. W.

C. Furman identified the Posse Comitatus Act as applicable

in the following manner: 14

1. Regular Army

Applies to active duty personnel.

Does not apply to retired personnel.

2. Army Reserve

Applies only while on active duty.

3. Army National Guard

Applies while on federal active duty.

Does not apply while on state active duty.

4. Army Cadets

Applies to West Point cadets.

Does not apply to Army R.O.T.C. cadets.

5. Regular Air Porce

Applies to active duty personnel.

* - . . . .~* ~ .**' '*.- -.-.. .-
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Does not apply to retired personnel.

6. Air Force Reserve

Applies only while on active duty.

7. Air National Guard

Applies while on federal active duty.

Does not apply while on state active duty.

8. Air Force Cadets

Applies to Air Force Academy cadets.

Does not apply to Air Force R.O.T.C. cadets.

9. Regular Navy

Does not apply.

10. qavy Reserve

Does not apply.

11. Navy Cadets

Does not apply.

12. Regular Marine Corps

Does not apply.

13. Marine Corps Reserve

Does not apply.

14. Regular Coast Guard

Does not apply.

15. Coast Guard Reserve

Does not apply.

16. Coast Guardl Cadets

Does not apply.



17. Civilian Auxiliary Police Employed by Military

Does not apply.

18. Other Civilians Employed by Military.

Does not apply.

Need

United States Air Force commanders, chiefs of security

oolice, and security police operations officers routinely

determine the operational use of those personnel assigned

to their units. The decisions these officers make may

encroach upon the prohibitions of the Posse Comitatus Act,

thereby placing then in a position of risking personal

liability in the form of a $10,000 fine, two years in

prison, or both, for an error in military judgment. This

risk may be heightened by two factors: varied civil and

military jurisdictions within base boundaries, and a lack

of knowledge of established precedents relating to the

Posse Comitatus Act.

In addition to the risk of personal liability under

the law, a second uindesirable situation arises from a lack

o knowledge of the preoee(ents established relating to the

Posse Conitatus Act. This results when civilian

authorities need and request legally authorized military

asistan.e but do not receive it, or do sot receive it in a

timely mantier. This may occsr when cautious nilit-ry
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personnel either refuse for fear of violating the Posse

Comitatus Act or delay a decision while awaiting legal

counsel from their local judge advocate. These incorrect

decisions and delays may jeopardize important law

enforcement operations. 15

b Currently, there is no Department of the Air Force

guidance provided to field officers which gives definitive

"thou shall or shall not" information. Furthermore, the

Judge Advocate General of the Air Force does not provide a

single source reference for local judge advocates to use in

providing counsel regarding the Posse Comitatus Act. Each

query must be separately researched and interpreted before

16an authorization is granted or denied. If such a

reference were available, its use could not only provide

some degree of protection to field officers making

operational decisions, but could also speed the decision

process relative to aiding civilian law enforcement.

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a review of

the Posse Comitatus Act and related legal precedents,

legislative precedents, Attorney General opinions, and

Judge Advocate General opinions. From this review, a

listing will- he compiled of examples of both authorized and

unauthorized uses of military personnel to assist civilian
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law enforcement. This information may then be used by both

field officers and local judge advocates to speed the

decision process regarding military assistance requests 0

from civilians.

Definitions and Terms

Throughout this thesis, the following nominal

definitions are used:

Authorized use of military personnel--- use which

has been identified by either civil court (ait the

highest level heard), military Judge Advocate/US

Attorney General opinions or specifically

address-ed and interpreted by federal leislative

bodies as being legal.

Unautorized use of military personnel"-use

which has been identified by either civil -ourt

(at the highest level heard), military Jud*-e

Advocate/US Attorney General op inionv, or

specifically addresed and interpretel by

fed-oral legislative bodies as being legal.

The torms "Posse Comit ai;us 4ct" and "Posse Qomii;at2<"'

w'.ill be used interchangeably throughout this thesis- a-n.

refer to the -onstra~nt mentioned in the first par ugraph or

th i, chapter. Tlhi tiesi,- and tha reCerences to "Poi: e

2omI. tai;:" should not be interpretel by the readr as
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referring to the Posse Comitatus tax protest organization,

which is an ultraconservative radical organization active

in the Midwest United States. This organization vigorously

opposes the income tax system and does not believe in paper

money. They are anti-Semitic, racist, and insist on the

right to bear arms publically at all times. 1 7

Overview of the Remainder of the Thesis

This thesis is written in four chapters. In chapter

two, a review of the literature (books and articles)

exclusive or the civil court decisions, judge advocate

opinions, and federal legislative interpretations, is

given.

In chapter three, the civil court decisions are

identified and a synopsis of each decision and its

applicability to Posse Comitatus is given; the military

Jidge Advocate/US Attorney General opinions relative to

Posse Comitatus are given; the federal legislative

interpretations specifically addressing the Posse Conitatus

, ct as changed by Public T,aw 97-86 are addressed.

Pinally, chapter four consists oC a synthesis of the

infor-,iation contained in chapter three providing a summary

of specific "'thou shall, thou shall not" guidance relative

Vo Posse Comitatus.
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With an undercstanding of the above information, the

reader should now be prepared for the ia-depth review of

literature relating to the Posse Comitatus Act which is

presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

Introduction

In researching The Posse Comitatus Act, a surprising amount

of literature is found, however, the vast majority is in

the form of journal articles with published books on the

subject being extremely difficult to find. Military

regulations provide an insight to the subject from the

hierarchy's point of view. These three sources, books,

journal articles, and military regulations are reviewed in

this chapter. Although technically falling within the

category of literature, court decisions, legislative

decisions, and Judge Advocate/US Attorney General opinions

relating to Posse Comitatus are discussed separately in

chapter three.

Non-regulatory Literature

Civilians Under Military Justice by Frederick Bernays

Wiener provides the student of military juris prudence and

the Posse Comitatus Act with an excellent background

investigation to some of the underlying factors which

preceeded the passage of Posse Comitatus but may have had a

bearing on a commonly held belief stated by Engdahl:

16

- . -
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Here then is one of the paramount

principles.., soldiers, needed and honored in war

for the valor and strength that turns back the

nation's enemies, are never to be used against

their civilian countrymen, no matter how

expedient their utilization may seem.1

Although addressing a period in United States history

prior to the passage of the Posse Comitatus Act, Wiener's

study provides a startling revelation of the excesses which

may occur in a police state such as the Colonies were

during the Revolutionary War. 2 It becomes easy to see

why Engdahl held the opinion stated above.

While unpublished, "The Administration of Military

Installations: Some Aspects of the Commander's Regulatory

Authority with Regard to the Conduct and Property of

Civilians and Military Personnel" by Wyley E. Oliver, Jr.,

proves to be an excellent source for numerous references to

military JudgC Advocate opinions. Though admittedly dated

and in need of being brought more current (prepared in 1958

for the U.S. Army's Judge Advocate General's School), a

basic understanding of the military's authority over

civilians on military installations can be gained through

study of Oliver's thesis. 3

. .. -.
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Of all the literature reviewed in this chapter, H.W.C.

Furman's "Restrictions Upon Use of the Army Imposed By the

Posse Comitatus Act", provides the most closely related

information to that intended by this thesis. 4 Furman

begins by giving the reader an overview of the history

MA surrounding the passage of the Posse Comitatus Act in 1879,

and why such legislation was originally enacted. He then

gives the reader a thorough interpretation of Posse

Comitatus and those to whom it is applicable. Finally,

Purman provides a broad overview of general restrictions

upon the military as a result of Posse Comitatus. This

article, published in the Military Law Review in 1960,

provides excellent examples along the lines of this study,

however does not address the last 23 years of court

decisions. Nevertheless, this article was citel by a

itumber of judges in making their Posse Conitati.3 decisions.

Tn 1070, St. John' Tjaw Review published an article by

Deanne S. Siemer, Special Assistant to the Secretary and

Deputy Secretary of Energy, and Andrew S. Effron, Staff

Attorney, Office of General. Counsel, Department of Defense,

entitled "Military Participation in TTnited tates Taw

Enforcement Activities Overea.i: Te Extraterritorial

Effect of the Posse Comitatus Act". Th- major oremise of

this article is that the Posse 0 omitatus Act is worded in

such a manner as to s;igCes t iLt's restrictions are

. . .:
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unlimited and on a worldwide basis due to the worldwide

mission of the military establishment. This, to Siemer and

Fffron, is contradictory since the traditional

interpretation of a posse comitatus is applied to the males

within the specific county who are needed by the sheriff.

Siemer and Efron suggest the Posse Comitatus Act,

therefore, neither addresses or denies

extraterritoriality. 5 This article examines case law,

administrative practices, interpretations/opinions, and

lepislative history, in an attempt to make a determination

of the extraterritoriality of the Posse Comitatus Act.

James P. O'Shaughnessy, in a note published in a 1976

edition of The American Criminal Law Review, entitled "The

Posse Comitatus Act: Reconstruction Politics Reconsidered",

examines the applicability of Posse Comitatus today.6 He

observes that most of the problems which existed and in

f.ct, spawned the passage of Posse Comitatus have

disappeared. Based on this observation, O'Shaughnessy

examines the various applications of the Posse Comitatus

Act from its inception to present in an attempt to

determine whether it should be repealled or modified to

coincide with modern America. Te notes that there has

never been a criminal prosecution for violation of Posse

Comitatus, but rather, it is primarily used as an appeal

7for supression of evidence against defendants. Although
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O'Shaughnessy concludes the Posse Comitatus Act is still

viable in this day and time, he recommends several

modifications which will allow certain leeway to use

federal troops consistent with other federal

statutes. 8

"Illegal Law Enforcement: Aiding Civil Authorities in

Violation of the Posse Comitatus Act" by Major Clarence I.

Meeks III, is a superb article which addresses numerous

violations of the Posse Comitatus Act. 9 Meeks'

conclusion offers specific recommendations to The

Department of Defense (DoD) regarding its responsibilities

to provide explicit guidance to subordinate commanders.

Meeks contends this guidance is necessary in order to

protect field commanders from prosecution under the Posse

Comitatus Act.
10

In 1968, Douglas A. Poe's article, "The Use of Federal

Troops to Supnress Domestic Violence" was published in the

American Bar Association Journal Mr. Poe, while not

specifically focusing on the Posse Comitatus Act, examines

the legal basis for presidential directed federal

intervention in sitiations involving domestic violence.

This article examines the 1967 Detroit riots and the basis

President Johnson use(l for dispatching federal troops to

quell the rioting. Poe concludes that President Johnson

delayed excessively in intervening because he chose the

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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wrong section of the U.S. Code under which to act. This

article provides a thumbnail sketch of the President's

authority to use troops without violating the constraints

f Posse Comitatus.
1 1

Another article which addresses the President's

46 authority to intervene with federal troops is George H.

Faust's "The President's Use of Troops to Enforce Federal

Law". Published in a 1958 edition of the

Cleveland-fiarshall Law Review, Faust's article provides an

historical look at the events and legal decisions which

have confirmed this authority. Faust also identifies

arguments which claim the President's authority to use

troops or militia to enforce federal law is removed by the

Posse Comitatus Act. He points out that the wording of

Posse Comitatus allows use of troops when "expressly

authorized by the Constitution or acts of Congress" and

Congress, through Title 10 of the U.S. Code, has given that

authority to the President. 1 2

Military Law Review printed "Extraterritorial

Jurisdiction and Its Effect on the Administration of

Military Criminal Justice Overseas", by Jan Horbaly and

Miles J. Mullin. This examines proposed legislation to

apply extraterritorial jurisdiction to federal law.--

Horbaly and Mullin discuss the necessity for such

legislation and identify a major shortfall in the proposed

II

............................. .
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legislation. No provisions for enforcement of federal laws

overseas are included in the proposal, therefore, Horbaly

and Mullin suggest additional legislation or riders to the

current proposal which will specifically identify such

activity be authorized for military police and

investigators. Such legislation, the authors contend,

should override the Posse Comitatus Act only in those

situations in which exterritorial enforcement is

applicable. 
14

Fdward 9. Corwin athored an article, published in the

Political Science Quarterly, entitled "Martial Law,

Yesterday and Today". This article is especially

interesting in that it was published in 1932, examines the

authority to declare martial law within The United States,

and was written during a period in which martial law had

been enacted in 7entucky, Idaho, Iowa, Texas, and

Oklahoma.15 Although not specifically addressing Posse

Comitatus, this article is viable and included in this

literature review because declaration of martial law

e'fectively nullifies the proscriptions levied by the Posse

Comihatus &ct. Corwin's article gives an excellent

(although brief) historical overview of martial Taw and hlow

it came to bn exercised in The United qtates. 1 -

Tn 1966, the Duke Law Journal published a comment

entitled "Pederal Intervention in the States for the

~~ ~ ~ .• .< .. .. •.. . .• .. 11
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Suppression of Domestic Violence: Constitutionality,

Statutory Power, and Policy". This article addressed the

federal intervention during the late '50s and early '60s in

Little Rock, Montgomery, "Ole M4iss", The University of

Alabama, Birmingham, and Selma. During each of these

situations, federal troops were either used or alerted for

dispatch under the authority of section 353 of Title 10 of

the United States Code. The rationale and justification

for these preiidential decisions are discussed in this

article. 17

Perhaps the strongest stand against any use of

military intervention in civilian law enforcement, riot, or

disorder, is expressed by David E. Engdahl in his article,

"Soldliers, Riots, and Revolution: The Law and History of

Military Troops in Civil Disorders". Published in the Iowa

Law Review, in 1971, Pngdahl concludes this historical

treatise with an inpassioned denunciation of military might

against fellow citizens. He likens the Kent State

University riots and subsequent deaths of civilians to the

"Poston Massacre" and implies a revolution similar to the

American Revolution may be in it's infancy stages as a

18
trsult. While this article was apparently written in

the nassion and anguish following Kent State, it still

provides an excellent historical overview of the use of

troops in quelling ci-il disturbances.

• " -i.L< -< ... i'.... " ,"-" : -?, -T q -- ." "- " .-i. -', < .i~q .:- --- -'. " "'.'- .' -'.." --, ..' ! :,. , "- -.- -" " -..... --" .• 4
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Major Stephen Nypaver III's article entitled "Issues

Raised in the Prosecution of an Undercover Fence Operation

Conducted by the US Army Criminal Investigation Command",

was published in the April 1982 edition of The-Army

Lawyer. This article specifically addresses methods to be

employed during a joint "sting" operation designed to

identify both civilian and military thieves of government

property. Nypaver's recommended procedures to avoid

violations of Posse Comitatus include attempting to

i(dentify whether the suspects are military personnel or

civilians before engaging in the actual transaction, then

having military undercover agents engage in only those

transactions involving military personnel. He is adamant

that the operation should be controlled by civilian

undercover agents anytime the suspect is believed to be

civilian, thereby avoiding the appearance of Posse

Comitatus violation. 1 9

The Army Lawyer also published another Posse Comitatus

article in 1983. This article, "Recent Developments.

Relating to the Posse Comitatus Act", by Major Robert E.

Hilton, specifically addresses the changes to public law

created by the passage of section 905 of the Department of

T)efense Authorization Act of 1982. This piece of

legislation added Chapter 18 to Title 10 of the United

States Code. 2 0  According to Hilton, Congress enacted

° ° , .. .. .• - ~.~ . .- -. .. . .. ... . ..... .. . . . °... . . •..-
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this legislation because of the threat created by the

influx of drugs into the United States. This article

identifies the purpose and actions now allowed by the

military in assisting law enforcement agencies, other than

those assigned to the Pepartment of Defense, in drug

interdiction. Hilton also suggests this recent legislation

has clarified the intent of Congress with respect to the

activities which should not be considered Posse Comitatus

violations.2 1

Another highly informative piece of literature

relating to the removal of restrictions of Posse Comitatus

may be found in Report 7o. 97-921 submitted to the House of

Representatives of the 97th Congress under the title

Militar Assistance to Civilian Narcotics Law Enforcement:

An Interim Report. In this report from the Committee on

Governrent Operations, the background to the passage of t.he

ao-enentioned Department of Defense Authorization Act of

19S2 is given. The speci~ic authorizations are discussed
and eeonmenaTihons for loan of military equipment and

surveillance systems are gilven.22 An interesting insight

to the governmental pro-cess is revealed in Apendix A to

this report which is a memorandum from Vice President

,eorg-e B3ush to the Secretary of Defense, ordering the loan

of eqiiipment to the -?outh Florida Task Force ii combating

dru n-1 "imiediate" i.plementat Wnn of reulations to

. . ....- . ......,'_ i." ,i- i i i- '-- -< .. - . -. -. - . . . '" ."
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subordinate commands authorizing their assistance.25

An even more comprehensive knowledge of the Posse

Comitatus Act may be garnered through study of the entire

hearings before the Mouse of Representatives Subcommittee

on Crime evaluating the Department of Defense Authorization

Act prior to its passage. These hearings, which were

convened on June 3, 1981, are identified as Committee

sIerial 7o. 61 of the 97th Congress and may be requested

through the Federal Depository Library. In these published

committee minutes, the reader learns a great deal about the

investigatory process involved in the passage of this

legislation. Testimony, both for and against the

liberalization of the proscriptions of the Posse Comitatus

Act as presented, reveals many of the desires and fears of

military, customs, and law enforcement personnel relating

to the Posse Comitatus Act.2 4  The appendix, which

contains 14 items including correspondence, articles, and

military reguilations, provides a veritable treasure of

information for the serious stlident of thre Posse Comitatus

25Act.25• ,
04

,lt hou7h not remilatory, an6 slightly oitdlatedl by

recent enactment of the Department oC le fen: e

Anropri_.tions Act or 1 )2, Air Force ?aI.ph1t 1.1n-3, Civil

Law, crovides lcmal -.om m-niers with -o0ewhnt .lerinitive

guidance in c'apter 1 6, "Civil Disturbance,". This cliapter

.-
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gives an historical overview of the Posse Comitatus Act and

explains the President's authority to use military

poersonnel in various situations, as authorized by the

Constitution and federal statutes. 25 The specific

guidance relative to the Posse Comitatus Act is less than

one page in length and centers around a single test to

determine the appropriateness of use of military personnel.

The test given in this pamphlet is that a determination of

whether military personnel are being asked to "execute"

civil law must be made. If they are, then the use of

military personnel should be avoided. 2 7

Military Regulat ions

The first regulation to be examined is Department of
LI

Defense DTirective 5525.5, Department of Defense

Cooperation with Civilian Taw Enforcement Officials. This

directive contains the basic policy guilelines for all

branches of the federal military to follow when corapljing

with the provisions of the Department of Defense

kpproprLations Act of 1982, regarding assistance to

civilian law enforcement in drug interdiction. Tle

major enclo:sures to this di.rective addres:s the use o.

inrornati on collected during military operations, the
50

use of mil.itary equipment and racilities, and

restrictions on participatLoi o-' TDoD personnel in civilian
6- ."[
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law enforcement activities.3 1 Unfortunately, this

directive is limited in scope to those areas directly

concerned with the above mentioned legislation, and is not

expanded to provide additional guidance.

Department of Defense Directive 3025.12, EmIloyjment of

21ilitary R esources in the Event of Civil Disturbances,

provides broad uniform policies, assigns responsibilities,

and gives general guidance for the use of military

personnel in support of civil authorities in combating

civil disturbances. 3 2 This directive addresses the Posse

Comitatus Act and gives four exceptions provided by

Congress to allow the President to order federal troops _-

into service enforcing civil law.3 3 The remainder of

this directive is devoted to delegating authority to

various service secretaries, establishing reporting

procedares, and deleniating approval authority for various

types of assistance requests.3 4 This directive does not

provide information which will normally be useful to field

personnel in determining whether or not to assist their

local law enforcement officials.

Department of Defense Directive 5240.1-R, Procedures

%overnin the Activities of DoD Intelligence Components

that Affect United States Persons, is perhaps one of the

most revealing tlirectives issued, since it identifies

numerous areas in which the military is authorized to

.....................
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conduct surveillance on civilians.35 In each of 17

different categories which have been approved by the United

States Attorney General, information regarding such items

as collection by electronic methods, physical methods,

searches, storage, and dissemination of information is

outlined.3 6 While this directive does not directly

relate to civilian law enforcement, the information

collected under its auspices may be passed to civilian

enforcement agencies or expert personnel may be loaned to

federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies.
3 7

Army Regulation 500-50, Emer enc Employment of Army

and Other Resources: Civil Disturbances, provides very

little specific guidance to field commanders confronted

with requests for assistance from their civilian

counterparts. It gives a basic definition of the Posse

Comitatus Act, and outlines situabions in which the

President may order federal troop intervention in civil

matters. This regulation devotes one section to

emergencies and states field commanders may make decisions

to intervene if delay will create a "dangerous" situation.

Immediately following this authorizati -  however, is a

warning that violation of Posse Comitatus is a punishable

offense.39 Once again, the regulations leave the field

commanders to their own judgement with no real guidance.

. - .-. ..

• . -.
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Another Army regulation which "authorizes" field

commanders to make "emergency" decisions which may violate

the Posse Comitatus Act, is _KpL Re_ulation 500-60, 0

Emeraency Employment of Army and Other Resources: Disaster

Relief 0  Unfortunately, this "authorization is preceded

by the injunction that commanders are responsible to ensure S

no violations of Posse Comitatus by their personnel

assisting in disaster aid.
4 1

The Air Porce provides somewhat more beneficial S

information to its personnel in Air Force Regulation

125-3, Security Police Handbook.2  While not giving

specific situations either authorizing or denying -

permission to intervene, it does list two defenses

available to security police charged with violating Posse

Comitat s. These defenses, "military necessity" and

"superior orders", are discussed with the rationale for

Their successful use given.4 3

Air Force Regulation 355-11, Enforcement of Order at 0

Ar Force Tnstallations, Control of Civil Disturbances,

Support of Disaster Relief Operations, and Special

Consderation for Oversea Areas, discusses the authority

military forces have over civilians on military

installations, and the actions which may be taken to

protect military resources. Additionally, it prescribes

comriander's authority to respond to civil demonstrations .

S

.. . . . .. . . . . . .
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44off-base which affect military preparidness. As with

the other regulations discussed, a definition of the Posse

Comitatus Act and the civil and criminal liabilities which

military personnel face for violating it, are given.
4 5

Summary

The review of non-regulatory literature and military

regilations strengthens the impression that no one has

bothered to provide any clear cut guidance to military

leaders regarding how and when they may assist in civilian

law enforcement. Furman comes as close as anyone to

providing this information. The discriminating reader who

has only enough time to review one of these works of

literature will probably learn more from Furman's article

than any of the others.

Surprisingly, there is little literature devoted to

the recent legislative changes brought about by the passage

of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 1982. It

would be reasonable to assume such legislation would be

studied and written about extensively. This is not the

case, owever, this may be because of the relatively short

time since its passage and enactment.

The military regulations were especially vague insofar

as providing a "solid footing" for military leaders to

stand upon. The regulations tended to emphasize such items

- - ' - .. -. .i . - • " ". ... . .." - " " " . -- .' ' - '. . ,.- -° .- , " ,- - .- . .- , "-.. ' ,. , " - -.
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as costs and delegation of authority much more than actual

"this is authorized, this is not" information. While the

military constantly stresses the necessity for officers to

use "good judgement," it seems as though the hierarchy

intentionally shied away from making any "judgement calls"

to assist field commanders in delicate situations involving

Posse Comitatus.

This review of Posse Comitatus related literature has

revealed very little in the way of specifi- "thou shall,

thou shall not" guidance. The vast majority of the

literature has been concentrated upon the historical

perspective for Posse Comitatus passage and vague warnings

to military personnel who are faced with making decisions

on aiding or not aiding civilian law enforcement officials

when requested. In an attempt to gain a more thorough

perspective of exactly what is authorized, in the next

chapter, an examination of court decisions, U.S. Attorney

General/military Judge Advocate opinions, and legislative

authorizations is conducted.
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CHAPTER THREE

Binding Decisions Relating to Posse Comitatus

Introduction

Since the authors of the original Posse Comitatus Act

didl not give a specific list of authorized and unauthorized

military activities, those decisions have been primarily

made after the fact through the civil and military courts

and U.S. kttorney General/Judge Advocate decisions. One

notable exception to this "after the fact" decision process

is the Department oC Defense Appropriations Act of 1982

which gave specific authorizations to the military in

support of civil drug interdiction. These three areas,

civil/military court decisions, Attorney General/Judge

Advocate decisions, and the Department of Defense

Appropriations Act of 1982, are the subject or this

chapter.

Civil/ilitary Court Decisions

This section addresses specific cases and the points

of law which were dccided and are pertinent to the Po:,-,e

(7omi atus Act. vollowinfg the pointcl of law is i brief

interpretation of the importance or the ca:se to Pos;se

Thmi tatus.

- lliA.~ C .2. -.-. -. -C.2•. <
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Ex parte Milligan:

... a citizen, not connected with military or

naval service and a resident of a State where

courts are open, cannot be convicted otherwise

than by ordinary courts of law.

... Congress has enacted laws particular to

military and naval forces. Everyone connected

with such forces is amenable to the jurisdiction

thus provided, and while thus surviving

surrenders his right to be tried by civil courts.

... Martial law finds its justification only

where, from actual invasion or civil war, the

courts are closed, and it is impossible to

administer justice according to law. Its

duration is limited by its necessity.

Military commission is without jurisdic-

tion to try and sentence a person not a member

of military or naval forces, who at the time of

his arrest is a resident of loyal state where

courts were open for administration of justice.

... Resident of loyal State, never a resident

of State engaged in rebellion nor connected with

military or naval forces, cannot be regarded as a ._-

prisoner of war.

Although por,.d 1 nrior to Pausope of Posse Comitatus,

..... - -.-.. . . . . . .- -
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the Milligan decision has bearing on the Posse Comitatus

Act because it establishes legal and judicial jurisdiction

of the military and civil courts. Military courts have no

authority to try civilians as long as the civil courts are

functioning. tartial law may only be declared out of

necessity, not out of convenience. Military members,

however, forfeit their right to civil trial during their

military membership. Loyal civilians who have not engaged

in either overt or covert military actions cannot be held

or tried as prisoners of war.

x parte Mason:
2

... the order of the Secretary of War, direct-

ing guard duty at a jail belonging to the civil

department of the government, was ...

prohibited by ... the Posse Comitatus Act.

... the alleged crime was not triable ... and

that the general court-martial was without juris-

diction PnO the petetioners imprisonment is un-

lawful.

The justices of The Supreme Court rejected the

*petetioner's request for writ of habeas corpus without

comment. This case is, never the less, important since it

* * is the first reported case in which violation of Posse

Somitatus was clqimed in an at tempt to have a decision

overturned.

. . ,.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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In re Neagle:3

nr . who can doubt the authority of the Presi-

dent... providing a sufficient guard, whether it

he by soldiers of the army or by marshals of the

United States, with a posse comitatus properly

armed and equipped, to secure the safe perform-

ence of the duty of carrying the mail wherever

it may be intended to go?

The Neagle court recognized the President's authority

to dispatch troops, without violating Posse Comitatus, to

protect federal property and prevent imparement of

governmental functions.

Although the Neagle decision used the safe passage of

the mail as an illustration of authorized presidentially

ordered troop intervention, that is the exact reason used

by President Cleveland to order federal troop intervention

at a later date. 4 That presidential action led to the

next case examined.

In re Debs:5

The entire strength of the nation may be used

to enforce in any part of the land the full and

t ree exercise of all national powers and the

security of all rights entrusted by the Consti-

tution to its care. The strong arm of the

national government may be put forth to brush
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away all obstructions to the freedom of inter-

state commerce or the transportation of the

mails. If the emergency arises, the arm of the

Nation and all its militia, are at the service

of the nation to compel obedience to its laws.

The Debs decision gives the President virtually

unlimited discretion to utilize the military to quell

domestic violence. This is even applicable in situations

where the states government has not specifically requested

assistance. This authority does not violate Posse
6

Coi tatus.

United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.:

The broad statement that the Federal govern-

ment can exercise no powers except those speci-

fically enumerated in the Constitution, and such

implied powers as are necessary and proper to

carry into effect the enumerated powers, is cat-

egorically true only in respect of the inter-

nal affairs of the U.S., since the investment of

the Federal government with powers of external

soveripnty does not depend upon the affirmative

grants of the Constitution.

This decision that the Federal government is

responsible -for conducting foreign affairs may be used to

extend authority for federal military to protect foreign
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embassies within the United States. This may ordered by

the President and is not in violation of the Posse

Comitatus Act.
8

Firabayashi v. United ' tates! 9

The war power of the national government is

tM the power to wage war successfully. It extends

to every matter and activity so related to war as

substantially to affect its conduct and progress,

and is not restricted to the winning of victories

in the field and in the repulse of enemy forces,

but embraces every phase of the national defense,

including the protection of war material and mem-

bers of the armed forces from injury and from

the dangers of sabotage and espionage which

attend the rise, prosecution, and progress of

war.

* A cur-few order issued by the commander of a

0 West Coast military area during war between the

United States and Japan, at a time of possible

invasion or air raids, under an executive order

* authorizing the taking of measures to prevent

espionage and sabotage, requiring all persons of

Japanese ancestryr resident in such area to be in

their places of residence daily between the hours

of 8 P.M4. and 6 A.M. is, within the boundaries
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of the war power.

This case was heard and decided during World War II, a

period in which national prejudices against people of

Japanese ancestry was understandably high. The Supreme

Court recognized the unique situations created by

declaration of war and upheld the President's authority to

appoint military authority over civilian personnel without

violating Posse Comitatus.

Chandler v. United States:1O
' 11

The arrest in Germany by Unite,] States troops

of a United States national charged with treason

committed there during the Second World War, and

bringing him back to the United States, did not

violate statute prohibiting use of any part of

army as a posse comitatus to execute the laws.

Wnhen the court determined the Chandler case, it

established the precedent which allows TT.S. occupati on

troops to exercise the soverign powers necessary to

maintain law and order in the country of occupation. Since

the previous government had been replaced by occupation

troops, those troops were authorized to extradite the

otherwise unreachable defendant back to the jurisdiction of

the court.

Gillers v. United States: 1?

The arrest in Germany by United Statesi troops
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of United States national charged with treason

committed there during the Second World War, and

bringing her back to the United States, did not

violate statute prohibiting use of any part of

the army as a posse comitatus to execute the laws

The same explanation given in the Chandler case is

applicable in Gillers.

D'Aquino v. United States:
1 3, 14

The arrest of American citizen in Japan by

military authorities and the bringing of her back

to the United States to be tried for treason was

not a violation of the Posse Comitatus Act.

The same explanation given in the Chandler case is

applicable in D'Aquino.

United States v. Monti:15

In prosecution for treason, where defendant

had entered a plea of guilty, alleged fact that

defendant was transferred while in military

service from Florida to New York at the instance

of the Department of Justice which made a request

of the Army to that end as a prerequesite to the

arrest of defendant within the New York juris-

diction wouild not justify granting of defendants
I

motion to set aside the sentence.

Althoug'h this cane does not specifically address the
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Posse Comitatus Act, it is easy to see how closely related

the issues of Posse Comitatus and the case are. In its

decision, the court authorized transfer of military

personnel to return them to a court's legal jurisdiction

for apprehension and trial.

Wrynn v. United States:
16

Action against United States for injuries

sustained when Air Force helecopter, which was

landing after participating in search for

escapee, struck tree, causing debris to strike

plaintiff. The United States District Court

held that the use of Air Force helecopter and its

personnel to aid in state's search for

nonmilitary prison escapee was forbidden, and

personnel were acting beyond their authority that

United States could not be held liable for their

alleged negligence.

The Armed services are precluded from

assisting local law enforcement officials in

carrying out their duties- Posse Comitatus.

The importance of this decision lies in the

interpretation the court gave to liability for injuries

sustained by the plaintiff. Based on the Posse Comitatus

Act, the United States is not liable for injuries caused by

the negligence of one of its military members acting in

. . . . ... . . .. . . .
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violation of Posse Comitatus. The court clearly stated

military personnel and equipmnent cannot be used to assist

local law enforcement. Based on this liability

interpretation, it may be assumed the military member who

was neglegent is personally liable for any injuries

sustained.

Cafeteria Workers Union v. McElroy.1

The control of access to a military base is

within the constitutional powers granted to both

Congress and the President.

Navy Regulations approved by the President

are endowed with the sanction of law.

Navy Regulations providing, generally, that

the responsibility of a commanding officer is

absolute and that his authority is commensurate

with his responsibility and that dealers or

tradesmen or their agents shall not be admitted

within a command except as authorized by the

commanding officer, confer upon the commanding

officer of a Navy ordinance installation the

power summarily to deny access to a short order

cook at a cafeteria on the premeses because of a

determination by the installation's security

officer that she fails to meet security require-

ments.
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0

This decision establishes military authority to

exercise control over civilians within the boundaries of

military installations. The commander's authority stems

directly from the President and Congress and allows him to

take necessary steps to ensure the safety and security of

the installation. Expulsion of civilian personnel from

military property is not in violation of Posse Comitatus,

and barring their return is not a violation of their basic

rights. 1

Maryland v. United States: 1 8

When a state Air National Guard unit is not

in active federal service, one of its members who

serves on alternate Saturdays as a commissioned

officer and is employed during the rest of the

month in the civilian capacity as superving the -

maintenance of aircraft assigned to the Guard is,

in both his civilian and his military capacity,

an employee of the state and not the United

States; hence the TTnited States is not liable

under the Federal Tort Claims Act for his neg-

legence in either capacity.

This decision establishes National Guard personnel as

employees of the state rather than the United States. Based

on this interpretation, National Guardsmen are not

ronstrained by the Posse Comitatus Act since they are not
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members of the federal military unless called to active

federal duty. Once called to federal duty, they are bound

by the constraints of Posse Comitatus.

United States v. Elliott:
1 9

That 1917 statute prohibiting conspiracies to

destroy specific property in foreign country at

peace with United States had apparently been

invoked against no one except defendents charged

with conspiring in United States to destroy rail-

road bridge in Republic of Zambia in order to

profit from ensuing copper shortages did not

demonstrate deprivation of right of defendants

to equal protection, in absence of evidence that

other conspirators motivated by desire for

financial gain had gone unprosecuted or that

evil motive cause discriminatory application of

the statute.

The argument that no others had been prosecut-

ed ... raised no constitutional question of equal

protection in view of the prevailing system of

prosecutorial discretion.

Lack of prosecutions since promulgation

did not render statute void because of disuse.

Nonuse alone does not abrogate a statute.

robe importance of the Plliott decision is not that it
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specifically authorizes or disallows actions relative to

Posse Comitatus, but rather that it establishes the

credibility of the Posse Comitatus Act even today. This is

because there have been no criminal prosecutions for

violation of Posse Comitatus in its history.20  Using the

Elliot decision, one may assume this does not mean Posse

Comitatus will never be prosecuted.

United States v. Beeker:
21

A court martial had jurisdiction to try the

accused on charges of wrongfully using and

possessing marijuana on a military installation

in Texas and while enroute between two points in

Texas. The use of marijuana is not, as such

defined as a federal offense... aside from the

specifics of federal ... law, the use and

possession of marijuana and narcotics by military

persons, on or off base, has a special military

significence placing such acts outside the

limitations on military jurisdiction set out by

the Supreme Court...

The Court of Military Appeals identified the use and

possession of marijuana and narcotics as an offense which

may be investigated by military investigators both on and

off base. Off base investigation is authorized because of

the special effect drug use has on military preparidness.
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Investigation of off base drug offenses is not enforcement

of civil law, rather, it is service connected.

Rose v. United States:
22

For purposes of court-martial jurisdiction,

o'fenses of unlawful possession of barbiturates

and unlawful delivery of such drugs to another

serviceman were both "service connected" offenses

whether committed on or off base.

The Court of Military Appeals identifies both

possession and delivery of illegal barbiturates as service

related offenses therefore military personnel are

authorized to investigate these crimes off base without

being in violation of Posse Comitatus. This decision and

the Beeker decision have been used as the basis for

authorizing military police to investigate all off base

military drug offenses for military purposes.25

Burns v. Texas:
2 4

Where defendant, who was convicted of sale of

marijuana, and codefendant were soldiers, but

college student who volunteered his help in

ferreting out crime ainong the ilitary to Crim-

inal Investigators Division at military base was

not a soldier, and city police arrested defendant

upon information furnished by such student,

assistance given by the Criminal Investigation

/I
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Division in apprehending the soldiers was not

defense to state penal statute on ground that

division agents were used as "posse comitatus or

otherwise to execute the laws," as forbidden by

federal statute, notwithstanding that college

Astudent used marked money furnished by the agents

and that agents and student were present when

defendant was arrested.

IIThe use of -the words "assistance given by the criminal

investigation division in apprehending" may be somewhat

misleading in this case. The court decided the evidence

did not reveal military assistance in the execation of the

laws merely by military presence at the time of the arrest.

Furthermore, the use of volunteer civilian undercover

person by the military investigating a military offense

does not automatically make the civilian a part of the

military. The information given to civilian authorities in

this case was given by the volunteer civilian undercover

person with full knowledge and consent of the military

investigators, however this is not a violation of Posse

Comitatus. There is no reverse application of Posse

Comitatus prohibiting civilian assistance to military. This

case also cleared the way for military to share with

civilians that inqoriation which is uncovered during an

investigation of military relatel offenses.

..*... ....l. .
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Hubert v. Oklahoma:2 5

Military CID agents were not incompetent

as witnesses in prosecution for sale of marijuana

despite a federal prohibition against them act-

inp as posse comitatus, where evidence establish-

ed that local law enforcement authorities did not

summon military agents' assistance and, to con-

trary, were contacted by agents, who were inves-

tigating a soldier from whom they had previously

purchased narcotics and proceeded to determine

his source of supply, and soldier had led agents

to a location outside scope of their military

jurisdiction, at which time agents assumed no

greater authority than that of a private citizen.

The court in this case has established that military

personnel have certain rights as private citizens in

addition to the duties of the military. In this case,

military investigators who have gained information

pertinent to a civil violation while eng-aged in their

lawful military investigation may give testimony in civil

,eourt without being in violation of the Posse Coiitatus

Act. The testimony is not tainted if the inve ;tigation wr

for purely military purposes, and the witness h': th-, am

duty to come forward and provide teetimony a., any Cii .

....
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Laird v. Tatum: 2 6

A Federal District Court class action by

civilians complaining of a chilling effect on the

exercise of their First Amendment rights caused

by the Army's system for alleged surveillance

which system was instituted by the Army ... in

order to secure information relating to potential

or actual civil disturbances ... does not present

a justiciable controversy for resolution for the

courts, where the chilling effect was allegedly

caused not by any specific action of the Army

against the plaintiffs, but only by the mere

existence and operation of the Army's system ... ;

in such action the plaintiffs do not establish

the requisite standing to suej where they alleged

only a subjective "chill," based on their beliefs

that the surveillance system was inappropriato

to t'he proper role of the Army, which might at

some future date misuse the information in some

way that would canse direct harm to the plain-

tif'f,, but where there was no claim of specific

present objective harm or a threat of specific

future harm.

This Supreme 17ourt %]ecision is the basis for the

' dispatch of military observers- at large civil disorders

." -. . •
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I!

which may eventually require federal intervention. This

l ecision establishes that mere observation without present

injury or threat of injury is not a violation of rights and

i:1 thererore permissable. Military observers are not in

violation of Posse Comitatus if they provide no aid or

r
assistance to the civil law agencies.

Jones v. Secretary of Defense:
2 7

Order requiring army reservist to participate

in parade to be held as part of national conven-

tion of veterans' organization did not force

reservists to serve as a "posse comitatus."

AV This decision recognizes that reservists are in fact a

part of the military arm of the federal government and are

subject to the proscriptions of the Posse Comitatus Act.

Hildebrandt v. Oklahoma:
28

Military criminal investigators, who turned

over to city police at city police station the

drugs which they purchased from defendent off the

military post, were not incompetent as witnesses

in prosecution .for sale of. lysergic acid diethyl-

amine (lespite S'ederal prohibitions against them

acting as posse comitatus.

This case is a conFirmation of the rights -f military

investipators to testify in civil court abo information

lawfully obtnAnel cl rinF military inwiv(sti-ations.

.........................~~~~~~~~~., ...... . ... ..-.. L.. T.........-........................ . . ,
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For further discussion, see Hubert v. Oklahoma, addressed

above.
.29 30.,

Lee v. Oklahoma:2 9 ' 30

Testimony of provost marshal's investigator

for CTD office at military reservation as to his

purchase of narcotic drugs from defendant with

money given him by city police officer was not

incompetent by virtue of federal prohibition

against his acting as a posse comitatus where

investigator did not attempt to arrest defendant

or to assert any military authority over him.

,nile it would appear this was indeed a violation of

the Posse Comitatus Act by using a military investigator as

an undercover agent for civil law enforcement activities,

the Supreme court has held the trial judge's opinion is S

correct. The Posse Comitatus act was intended to prohibit

military personnel from coercing or threat-,ring to coerce

civilians in ordinary civil law enforcement proceedings. Tt

ne,, not nrolihi t mil itir; nssistance to civil law

enforciment which ,lo( not place the military in positions

of "iuthr1ty over civilians.31

nited )tates v. J*rarmillo: 3 2

i\r'ajy . furnishing of material and equipment

to VBI agents and United States M.rshals in

connection with civil d]isorder did not violate

. . . -. - ...-. '. " -... • "
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statute proscribing, except in cases and circum-

stances expressly authorized by Constitution or

act of Congress, willfully using any part of

Army or Air Force as posse comitatus or otherwise

to execute laws.

in prosecution for obstructing law enforcement

officers lawfully engaged in lawful performance

of duties incident to civil disorder, based on

defendents' alleged attempt to enter occupied

village on Indian reservation while United States

marshals and FBI agents were containing occupiers

during negotiations, Government failed to carry

its burden of proving that the actions of mar-

shals and FBI agents were lawful in view of the

material contributions of military personnel to

the containment operation.

Special operations group of United States

marshal service is not an "army" within

Constitution of United States or within statute

proscribing, except in cases and under circum-

stances expressly authorized by Constitution or

act of Congress, willfully using any part of Army

or Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to

execute "laTs.

In the Jaramillo decision, the court decided the loan

0.

- _ " . -"-i " - "- - - - " i " - i-'. --. . " - '- i . -- - - .. . ' . - - . . - '- - i' -i . ' .. .-. . . - .- . -. -.- . . -.-
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of material and equipment to civil authorities does not

constitute a violation of the Posse Comitatus Act. It did,

however, find the activities of a military observer who

gave advice, upon request, to civil authorities in proper

actions related to the containment and apprehension of the

perpetrators of the Wounded Knee takeover. This violation

of Posse Comitatus resulted in one of the charges being

dropped. Finally, the court decided that although a

special operations unit of the United States Marshal

Thervice, though paramilitary in nature, does not constitute

part of the Army, and is not restricted by the Posse

Comitatus Act. _

United States v. Banks: 5

The Economy Act applies only to sales, and not

to loans, and hence did not authorize loan of

army equipment to officers of Department of

Justice.

Sale and loan of government equipment to

Department of Justice to be used in executing

laws was not authorized by regulation promulgated

under statutes dealing with issuance of

presidential proclamation as basis for federal

troop intervention in civil law enforcement where

no presidential proclamation was involved in case

which arose out of Wounded Knee occupation.
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I

Evidence with regard to military involvement

in conduct of federal officers during Wounded

Knee occupation precluded finding that officers

were engaged in the lawful performance of their

official duties when they were allegidly inter-

-'ored with by defendants.

In this decision, a separate trial judge decided the

loan of military equipment at Wounded Knee was not

authorized under the Economy Act, therefore, without

presidential proclamation, that loan was in fact in

violation of the Posse Comitatus Act. This decision is in

direct contradiction to the decision reached in the

Jaramillo case discussed above, however the decision is

explaired as oversight to the limitations of the Economy

Act by the Jaramillo judge. The Economy Act authorizes

only the sale of equipment, not the loan of equipment.
3 4

This court agreed with Jarani.lo that the advisory

activities of the Army observer were in violation of the

Posse Comitatus Act, therefore, one charge was dropped as a

result of that violation. It should be noted that the

violation of the Posoe Comitatus Act in this case is not

necessarily cause for dropping of crininal charges. The

specific charges dropped related to obstruction of law

en7orcement ofJficers lawflillk engaged in their orficial

duties. By buin in violation of Posse Comitatus, the
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judge ruled the law enforcement officers were not lawfully

engaged in those duties.

United States v. Walden:
35

Failure to include the Navy and the Marines in

the text of the Posse Comitatus Act prohibiting

the use of any Army or Air Force personnel to

enforce civilian laws does not indicate congress-

ional approval of use of Navy or Marine personnel

to enforce civilian laws for Act is applicable to

all of armed services.

Use of Marines in undercover investigation of

defendants' violations of federal laws prohibit-

ing the sale of firearms to minors and nonresi-

dents violated avy regulation prohibiting use

of Navy and Marine personnel to enforce civilian

laws but did not require exclusion of evidence

aained throught investigation or reversal of

defendants' convictions, where there was not a

willful intent to violate regulation.

This court decided the Posse Comitatus Act is

applicable to the Navy and Marines, even though they are

not specifically aldressed in it. Their exclusion does not

give silent congres:-ional apnroval for their use in

enforcing civil law. A problem arises in that this is a

criminal case therefore the letter of the law must hold
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precedent. The letter of the law excludes Navy and 11arines

from Posse Comitatus. The trial judge then addresses the

Navy regulations which preclude violation of Posse

Comitatus. These regulations do not carry the weight of

the Posse Comitatus Act therefore they do not justify

dismissal of charges against the defendants. The judge

also pointed out that violation of the Posse Comitatus Act

carries criminal penalties (the Navy regulation does not)

but does not provide for release of criminals because of

its violation.
3 6

United States v. Red Feather:
3 7

Intent of Congress in enacting statute pro-

hibiting, except in certain cases, use of Army

or Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to

enforce the laws was to prevent the direct active

use of federal troops, one soldier or many, to

execuit the laws; Congress did not intend to

prevent the use of Army and Air Force equ*pment

in aid of the execution of the laws.

Evidence of direct active use of Army or Air

Lorce troops, one soldier or many, by United

Staten marshals or FBI agents during occupation

of 'Tounded Knee would onstitute evidence of un-

lawful conduct on part of officers and thus be

relevant and material to disprove th-t defendants
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interfered with law enforcement officers in law-

ful performance of their official duties.

Evidence of use of Army or Air Force material,

supplies, or equipment of any type or character

by United States marshals or agents of FBI to ex-

ecute laws during occupation of village of

wounded Knee would not be evidence of unlawful

conduct by officers and thus was irrelevant,

inmaterial, and inadmissible to disprove that

defendants interfered with law enforcement

officers in lawful performance of their official

duties.

By use of the clause "to execute the laws" in

statute which prohibits, except in certain cir-

cumstances, use of the Army or Air Force as a

posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws,

Congress intended to make unlawful the direct

active participation of federal military troops

in law enforcement activities; Congress did not

intend to make unlawful the involvement of fed-

eral troops in a passive roll in fulfilling law

enforcement activities.

Activities whicn, if undertaken by Army or

Air Force, would constitute prohibited active

role in law enforcement are arrest, seizure of

. - . ..
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evidence, seizure of persons, seizure of

buildings, investigation of crimes, interviewing

witnesses, pursuit of escaped civilian prisoners,

and search of an area for a suspect; evidence

that Army or Air Force personnel engaged in such

activities during occupation of Wounded Knee

would be relevant to disprove allegations that

defendants interfered with law enforcement

officers who were lawfully engaged in execution

of their duties.

Activities which constitute passive role which

might indirectly aid law enforcement officers but

which would not be prohibited merely because they

were undertaken by Army or Air Force personnel

include mere presence of military personnel

under orders to report on necessity 'or military

intervention, preparation of contengency plans

advice or recommendations given to civilian law

enforcement officers, and aerial photographic

reconnaissance; evidence that military personnel

enr7aged in such activities during occupation of

Wounded Knee would not be admissible to disprove

alleoations that defendants interfered with law

enforcement officers in lawful execution of their

duties.
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In deciding the issuse in the Red Feather case, the 

District Court provided several important decisions 
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relating to the Posse Comitatus Act. Surprisingly, this is 

not a criminal case, but rather a request for a restraining 

order preventing Red Feather and others who had been 

previously charged with offenses relating to the Wounded 

Knee takeover, from making public statements about certain 

activities of the Department of Defense and-military 

personnel present at the situation. This court determined 

only military personnel were subject to the Posse Comitatus 

Act, not military equipment. The court decided violation 

of Posse Comitatus by even one military member is enough to 

constitute unlawful activity. Specific examples of lawful 

and unlavrful military assistance to civilian law 

enforcement agencies were given, with the determination of 

active or passive assistance being the decisive factor. 

United States v. Banks:38 

Posse Comitatus Act • • • does not prohibit 

military personnel from acting .upon on-base vio

lations committed by civilians. 

~Then their actions are based on probable 

cause, military perAonnel n.re authorized by 

statute to arrest and detain civilians for 

on- base violations of civil law and may also con

duct reasonable searches based on_ a valid 
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warrant.

Power to maintain order, security and disci-

pline on military reservations is necessary to

military operations.

The Posse (,omitatus Act is applicable regarding

military authority being executed over civilians in

locations other than military bases and reservations.

Because of the necessity to maintain a ready force,

security, order, and discipline are an absolute necessity.

The court recognized that necessity in determining the

military has authority to arrest and turn over to civil

authorities those civilians who are a threat to maintaining

those standards. Furthermore, the court recognized the

military right to search and seize property upon issue of

legal warrant issued by the base commanding officer.

United States v. McArthur: 3 9

It is the nature of their primary mission that

military personnel must be trained to operate

under circumstances where the protection of con-

stitutional freedoms cannot receive the consider-

ation needed in order 'o s-oure their preserva-

tion, and the posse comitatus statute prohibiting

use o any part of the Army or Air Force as a

posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws,

except in certain cas3c-, is intendod to me(?t
• I -

.6 .
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that danger. 

Posse comitatus statute which prohibits will

ful use of any part of the Army or Air Force as 

a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the 
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laws without the express authority of Congress or 

the Constitution must be interpreted in the light 

of the statutory framework which surrounds it, 

including the economy act which authorizes any 

department or agency of the Government to "place 

orders" for materials, supplies, equipment, work 

or services of any kind that the requisitioned 

federal ag~ncy may be in a position to supply. 

Under the posse comitatus statute, which pro

hibits use of a part of the Army or Air Force to 

"execute" the law except in certain circumstan-

ces, the term "execute" implies an authoritarian 

act. 

The feared use of the Army or Air Force which 

is prohibited by the pos~e comitatus statute is 

that which is regulatory, ·;p·r.os.cripti ve, or com-

pulsory in nature, and causes the citizens to be 

presently or prospectively subject to regula

tions, proscriptions, or compulsions impoaed by 

military authority • 

. •. evidence of use by law enforcement 

. 
'· 

! 

.. 
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officers of part of the Army or Air orce,

including furnishing of mnaterial and supplies

and technical advice of an army colonel, was in-

sufficient to precliude convictions ...

In this decision, the court gave an interpretation of

the reason for passage of the Posse Comitatus Act. This

interpretation recognizes the unique position of the

military h'aving to act without time to always consider

constitutional freedoms. While this may be one reason for

p- :3 age of Po-se Comitatus, it cannot be the only reason,

because inmedliacy of action is also an everyday occurance

in civil police work. Of prime importance in this case is

the ref erence to considering the framework which surround,-

the Posse Comitatus Act. There are numerous statutes and

decisions which have given exception to strict

inte,-pretahion of Posse Comitatus as allowing absolutely no

.stsistanc- or an:, k-ind. This case spec ifically addres-ses

the --conomy Act andI fivcs examples of authorized activity.

•Of parti-cular interes t is the interpretation t, at "services

f-iiy >ind" are, authorized under the Economy Act. This.

•ounpled with the authoritarian definition given to

"e,,acte" oper,,' the way for military personnel to repair

an,] maintain equipment and to provide technic-al adIvic-

,uihou (, heisg in violation ol Posse comitatus.
. 'I
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United States v. Casper: 4 0

Use of armed forces at Wounded Kneo, during

civil disorder vras not material enough to taint

presumption that one or more law enforcement

officers were acting in performance of their

Sdu ties.

This decision by the Court of Appeals upheld the

earlier discussed opinion in the McArthur case.

0 It should be noted that the courts hearing Jaramil

Banks (Dennis), Red Feather, and McArthur, were all Federal

District Courts rnd were split on whether or not the

military influence at Wounded Knee was a violation of Posse

Comitatus. Furthermore, they were split on whether such

violation, if it occurred, should result in dismissal of

c-rtain char7e -. '.he Casper court, hearing esnentially the

,anf, arrument for dismissal as a result of Posse (.onitatus

violation, determined the military activity was within the

boundaries allowed. This decision, therefore, will be us-.ed

in detsrrviing Posse Comitatus authorizations in chapter

Vn<a.- v. Danko:
4 1

Trhere ili t a r, rlice.man nartcip ated in

search of automobile at request of civilian law

• on(orcement of'fic-er vith whom he was on "joint

patrol," the incidentnl, technical violation of.

0'
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the Posse Comitatus Act did not fatally taint the

otherwise reasonable search of authmobile, and

thus exclusionary rule with respect to matters

seized was inapplicable.

The Supreme Court of Kansas determined that the search

of a civilian automobile by a military member on "joint

patrol" with civil police was a violation of the Posse

Comitatus Act. The evidence, however, was not removed from

testimony since the court could find no evidence that the

exclusionary rule should be applied as a result of Posse

Comitatus violation. This court held:

... that the Act is for the benefit of the

people as a whole, rather than a policy which

could be characterized as designed to protect the

personal rights of individual citizens as d]e-

clared in the Fourth Amendment . ... exclusion is

unnecoessary as -o adled deterrent to the serious

crininal sanctions provided in the Act. 42

United States v. Iolffs: 4 3

Even if activities of Armyr Criminal Investi-

:a hion Divis ion agents resulting in defenlant':s,

arrest on d r,, cbiarge. was violative of oss-

Comitatus Act, application of exclusionary rule

was n o'- req ii re l, nd mt ion t W p;] -ss O

Iorop rly Ienie(].

S 5
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T this case, as with many others, the court did not

d-cid- whether or not a violation of Posse Comitatus was

committed. The court determined that even if the Posse

Comitatus: Act were violated, there was no cause for

application of the exclusionary rule. The court commented,

however, that if confronted with future widespread

violations, an exclusionary rule may be fashoned.
4 4

7rorth Carolina v. Nelson:45

Violation of statute proscribing use of Army

and Air Force as posse comitatus would not call

for exclusion of evidence surrendered by military

to civilian authorities.

Legislative purpose of Posse Comitatus Act is

to preclude direct active use of federal troops

in aidI of execution of civilian laws, but passive

activities of military authorities which inci-

dentally aid civilian law enforcement are not

)recluded.

"ilitary authorities.' surrender of evidence,

which had been obtained in military inventory

of arrested soldiers' billets, to civilian auth-

orities for use in civilian criminal prosecution

of soldiers was only a passive involveneeit in.

enforcnet of civilian law and did not violate

the Posse Comitatus Act.

"S ' < -. -- - ' '' ' ' - ' - -' ' -- - -- - - "[ ' i " - '' " -" -- .
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in this case the court has determined that if a Posse

(omni-ius violation oncurre,., it would not call for

su-pre.sion of evidence gathered irt violation. The court

further defines those activities proscribed by Posse

Comitatus as being direct and active assistance. Any

mrnlitary activities which happen to be of assistance but

arc not specifically undertaken to provide assistance are

IeFined as passive.

-The inventory and securing of personal property of a

s oldier under arrest is a normal military activity. When

evidence which was germane to the civil prosecution was

found during that inventorr, and subsequently turned over

to ivil. authorities, that assistance was adjudged

"pasive" and therefore not in violation of Posse

Co,-i ta i;u I 1-

Michigan v. Burden:
4 6

Use by state police of maember of United States

Air Force in investigation of drug trafficking

violated the Posse Comitatus Act ... and the

airman coul( not properly 1testify in crininal

r tril..

Use of military personnel. a- undercover agent

for civili an authorities is unlawful, whether or

not the victim even Un-ews that undnrcover agent

is in the nilitary, and, as lonf as vicl.fi i:s

-S "" " .i;. i
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subjected to civilian power or aisthority by use

of military personnel, the Posse Coinitatus Act is

violatedl.

Tn this case, the Michigan Court of Appeals held that

use of a military member as an undercover agent for civil

police is a violation of Posse Comitatus. This was because

the undercover agent had full approval of his commanding

officer; was to receive special consideration for charges

pending against him; and was to receive a transfer to a new

base and assignment assisting the Air Porce Office of

Special Tnvestigations. These reimbursements for the

undercover assistance to civil law enforcement made that

assistance his military duty. He could no longer be

considered as acting in the same capacity as any concerned

citizen.

This court also derined active assistance to civilian

autborities as a violation even thouph the victims may not

be aware that military personnel are exercising authority

over them.

Finally, the Burden Court held that since there have

. been no criminal prosecutions in the history of the Posse

Comitatus Act, the only real sancti-ons which could be used

to dissua.le people Prom violating it is the use of an

exclusioniarr rule n'nnt all evidencp collec, ted in

Svi olat ion.

................ . . i. . " . • . - ." i .i.
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North Carolina v. Trueblood:48

Violation of Posse Comitatus Act did not

call for invocation of exclusionary rule,

Where 3efendant, an officer in United States

Army, was subject to military discipline and

control, his illicit drug dealings were of direct

concern to agents of Army Criminal Investigation

Division in performing their duties ... there

was no ... violation of Posse Comitatus Act.

Once again, the court has ruled against exclusion of

evidence if there is a violation of Posse Comitatus.

Additionally, this court has ruled that when personnel

subject to military discipline are involved in drugs, it

becomes a matter of direct military concern and the

military is authorized to investigate or provide passive

assistance to civilian authorities who may also be

investipating. .

People v. Blend:4 9

... posse comitatus ... applies to all

branches of the federal military.

Defendant ... was not entitled to relief on

theory that the assistance given ... violated

Po se Comitatus Act, in light of fact that no

evidence subject to defendant's motion was

obtained through or during the arresting process.
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Prohibition of the Posse Comitatus Act does

not apply to military personnel who are acting

clearly on their own initiative as private

citizens.

Mere fact that Naval Investigative Service, on

occasions in which it was informed of sheriff's

narcotics task force's investigation of defen-

dant, provided member of such force with a pass

to enter Naval air station did not violate Posse

Comitatus Act.

This California court interprets the Posse Comitatus

Act as applicable to all branches of the federal military,

not just the Army and Air Force.

VThile the court does -ot eleninate the exclusionary

rule, it does imply that if such rule were applicable, only

that evidence collected in violation need be excluded.

Furthermore, the activities of military personnel acting on

their own initiative and without military orders is not a

violation of Posse Comitatus because they have assumed the

duties of a private citizen.

There is no violation in providing base entry passes

to civil law enforcement agents in the performance of their

duties. This is passive assistance.

United States v. Chaparro-Almeida:50

The Posse Comitatus Act, prohibiting use of



the military services in civil law enforcprnent,

is not applicable to the Coast Guard.

Very little explanation is necessary for this

judgement. The Coast Guard does not fall under the

provisions of the Posse Comitatus Act because part of their

mission is to enforce the federal laws upon the territorial

seas of the United States.

United States v. Hartley:
5 1

Participation of military inspectors in

investigation of alleged conspiracy to defraud

the government ... did not violate Posse

Comitatus Act where inspectors had merely exer-

cised their responsibilities pursuant to contract

between government and defendant ... and military

aided civilian ... only to the extent of activi-

ties performed in ordinary course of their

duties.

This is another example of the authorization for

military personnel to prorice assistance to civilians if

such assistance is not specifically rendered for other than

normal military purposes.

North Carolina v. Sanders: 52

Purpose of Posse Comitatus Act is to preclude

direct active use of federal troops in aid of

execution of civilian laws, and where city police

, - . - . • .. .. . . . . . .. ... ... ..
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I

department did not use military policemen to

execute civilian law but, rather, patrolled

street for purpose of removing military personnel

from situations potentially involving breach of

civil law, there was no violation of Act.

Violation of Posse Comitatus Act does not call

for invocation of exclusionary rule.

Once again, a court gives the "direct active

participation" interpretation to military assistance which

is in violation. This is a case requiring a decision about

a "town patrol" in which the determining factor was the

duties of that patrol. The court rules that a "town

patrol" whose duties are to remove military personnel from

potential situations breaching civil law, is a military

matter and does not constitute direct active execution of

civil law.

Taylor v. Oklahoma:5

Violations of Posse Comitatus Act ... does not

necessitate automatic invocation of exclusionary

rule.

Evidence obtained pursuant to arrest of de-

fendant ... would be supressed on ground that

arresqt violated Posse (7omitatus Act ... where

intervention by military police officer who

actively participated in undercover drug pur-

.. . . . . . .. S ° . . , . , . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . f
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chase, pulled gun during arrest, and participated

in search of defendant's house after arrest was

excessive.

Test civilian and military authorities become

complacent as a result of decisions that violations do not

necessitate exclusion of evidence, this court decides to

exclude. It should be noted that the court does not

automatically exclude, but makes its decision based on

flagrant and excessive violation. In comments, the judge

states that in light of the lack of criminal prosecutions

for Posse Comitatus violation, another step is necessary to

preclude further excessive violations. That step was

exclusion of evidence gathered unlawfully in violation of

Posse Comitatus.
5 4

Harker v. Alaska:
5 5

In view of facts that military had a legiti-

mate independent interest in protecting persons

on Army base from fleeing armed felons and that

the police did not request assistance from the

military, conduct of military police in searching

and seizing evidence from defendant and vehicle

in which he was a passenger did not violate the

Posse Comitatus Act.

The inherent authority to taike action to protect

residents of military reservations by removing dangerous

~~~~~........... ............ . . . .- __.- ,L:LLL--,_;LL- ."
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personnel was recognized in this decision. The court ruled

the stopping and subsequent arrest of Harker was a military

function. Further, the base commander has the authority to

turn military personnel over to civil authorities for

prosecution.

I finO the decision regarding the admissibility of

evidence seized during search of the defendant's automobile

curious, however. Harker contends the evidence was seized

in violation of Posse Comitatus, therefore should be

excluded. As we've seen so many times before, exclusion

was denied, however, this time on the basis that the civil

authorities had not requested the search, therefore they

had not "willfully" used the military to execute the

laws. 56  It is interesting that Harker did not establish

an illegal search and seizure defense based upon no valid

search warrant being issued, since search incident to

apprehension is not normally extended to vehicles.
57

Tnited qtates v. Yeary:

This decision, as yet unpublished, found no violation

of Posse Comitatus in a case where a military undercover

investigator was included in a civil conspiracy to rob a

bank. The investigator had originally been involved in an

investigation of military drug trafficking. When the

seeon( ,eonspiracy, which was not military in nature, was

- learnel, the investipator reported it to CrLminal

- - , .*- ,
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Investigative Division and Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Tie remained in his undercover capacity and gathered

information about both the drug crimes and the conspiracy

to rob a bank.

The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled there was no

violation of Posse Comitatus since the investigation which

led to arrest for conspiracy was initiated as a matter of

military interest and the subsequent information resulted

from legal military activities. The court contends that it

is not reasonable for military to drop an ongoing

investigation when it exten(Is into new crime areas. The

mirlitary was correct in immediately letting civil

authorities know they had uncovered civil crimes.

This concludes the examination of civil and military

court decisions which have a binding effect on the use of

military personnel assisting civil law enforcement. The

next section will identify and explain United States

Attorney General and military Judge Advocate General

opinions.

Uniited States Attorney__ General/ ilitarJudge Advocate

0Oi ni ons"""

Throughout the nation's history, there have been many

requests to use military personne1 in support of civil law

enforcment. ,ince the passage of the Posse Comitatus Act,
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several- of these requests have been Forwarded to either the

United States Attorney General or military Judge Advocate

General of the various services for guidance before

authorization. Recognizing the time consumed for an

opinion to be given, the following compendium is included

to provide guidance in the future. While these opinions do

not carry the weight of court decisions, they have been

given after thorough examination of case history and

provide a measure of safety for military personnel faced

with requests for assistance.

Military forces cannot be used to assist civil law

enforcement in the suppression of "organized, armed, and

fortified resistance"unless so ordered by the President

under his powers when resistance has become beyond the

powers of the civil judicial process. Before ordering

federal troops to intervene, the President must issue a

ispersal proclamation.-

Federal troops may not be ordered to assist civil law

enforcement ofricials in arrest ing persons charged with

robbing governmental officials.

The Por-s Comitatus Act does not abrogate the powers

-ranted tn tle r~sidont by the Constitution or by

Co,(Sn rO3:. inhere are s7oecific instances when the President

is a,.uthorizod to use federi.l troops to enForce tie l.aw: as

* dess nec e: ssry.60

•6%-
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This decision centers around the President's authority. 

to call out troops in support of Prohibition enforcement. 

The Attorney G-en8ral deter!n.ined there was no authority to 

use the Navy for this purpose since the courts and civil 

lat.v enforcement agencies were still functioning. He 

further decided violation of Prohibition did not constitute 

"unlawful obstructions, combinations, or assemblages ••• or 

rebellion, n tl:.erefore the President had no authority to 

use the military under his powers to supress such 

t . ,... 61 ac lOn"'. 

In 1957, the Attorney General issued an opinion 

directly relating to the President's use of federal troops 

during the integration of Central High School in Little 

Rock, Arkansas. The Attorney General points out that the 

President has the power to federalize a state National 

Guard anil. to use them to "supresa domestic violence, 

obstruction and resistance to Federal Law and Federal court 

orders." 62 

Al thouc;h the followine Attorney General opinions were 

not officially published, they should be considered in the 

F-~rune lieht as ·bhose listed above. 

A request to authorize military maneuvers in a 

specific area to supress drug smuggling is deemed aa 

violative of the Posse Comitatu~ Aot.63 
Military investigators may not be used to provide 
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active assistance to Department of Justice investigators in 

the pursuit of fraud cases. They may, however, provide 

expert advice or other indirect assistance as needed. They 

may also provide information related to the case which was 

collected during the normal course of military duties. 64 

The President may use troops to prevent interference 

with federal employees and subsequent imparement of 

governmental functions during planned anti-eovernment 

demonstrations. The troops may be used to prevent traffic 

obstructions, and if necessary assume control if normal 

po1.j_ce functions collapse or if federal court orders are 

def:L 65 

The President may order troops to guard foreign 

embassi0s in situations where routine police activities are 

not sufficient. This includes the use of military 

helicopters to insert anti-terrorist forces. 66 

Under the Department of Transportation Act, military 

pe rsonn may be assigned temporarily to the Department of 

Transportation-. \<Thile so assi,gned, they retain all 

military rank and privileges, however, are no longer 

oubject to the command of their military branch or other 

military offlcerA. Instead, they are subject to the 

commnn~A of the Secretary of Transportation therefore are 

noi~ conn).nereil pnrt o·_f' the m:l.lita.ry A.rm of the government. 

rvrtlltnry p~,;1rnonnel so asoiened may be legally deputized and 
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have the same powers as United States Marshals without
Comiatus 67

there being a violation of Posse Comitatus. T his

decision relates directly to the "sky marshal" program to

combat skyjacking.

If the Secret Service feels a situation is beyond

their capability, they are authorized to request and use

troops to protect the President.
6 8

Military personnel may not be used to search areas

near, but not on, military property in an attempt to locate

criminal suspects for civil arrest without violating Posse

Comitatus. 69

Military personnel may be dispatched to provide -

protection of civilians transporting large sums of military

funds at locations which are not within the confines of the
70-

base boundaries.. 

.

Military police have jurisdiction over all personnel

who are- within the boundaries of a military installation,

however, they do not have jurisdiction over non-military

personnel who are not within the boundaries of an

installation. They retain jurisdiction over military

Personnel off-installation with regards to violations of

military law. 71

Military assistance in the supression of domestic

violence may not be rendered except as authorized by

presidential direction during time of emergency. This

....... °
-. -.-. - -. . ~ t -. - - .% .
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authority may not be delegated from the President to a

commanding officer.7 2

Military personnel may interrogate and use civilians

when investigating suspected narcotics violations of

military personnel.73

Military police may not accompany civil police to

render active assistance enforcing the law, but may

accompany them when the purpose is to police military

personnel involved in potential situations of disorder.7 4

Use of a military lie detector and operator to

determine whether to administratively separate a government

employee is not a violation of the Posse Comitatus Act if

no criminal charges are to be filed, and both the employee

and the employer agree to use of such machineery and

operator. Lie detector may also be used when legitimately -_-

investigating military offenses for military purposes,

however, may not be used to provide information in a civil

case if no military investigation is applicable.7 5

Military personnel may not be used to guard civilian

prisoners housed in a state penitentiary, even if those

prisoners have "volunteered" to participate in federal

renearch programs.7 6

Military may not provide crowd control at civilian

activities such as paractes. 77 Similarly, they may not

be used as traff'ic control at intersections adjacent to

.. ._...* .
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military installations during peak traffic periods. They

may direct both civilian and military traffic on military

installations. 78

Military investigators, who are investigating military

offenses, may request civil authorities issue warrant and

search off base premisis of a person subject to military

authority. Civilians may actively assist military, but

military may not actively assist civilians.79

Blood tests for determining intoxication may be taken

from civilians who are suspected of being intoxicated on a

military instillation if they consent and the tests are to

be used for military purposes such as suspension of on-base

driving privileges. They may not be taken without

permission. Blood tests may not be taken solely for

the puIrpose of providing them to civilian authorities.8

Military police may not be dispatched off the

installation to escort private bank funds either to or from

private banks which are located on the installation. 8 2

Military personnel should not be appointed as state

gamne wardens for the purpose of enforcing game laws within

the 'base 'houndRries. R

Military personnel may be used as customs inspectors

of military controlled or leased transportation to prevent

the importation of contraband into the United States on

84
such transportation.

. . . .. . . . . . .9
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Rape victims may not be examined in military medical

facilities for the sole purpose of providing results to

civil law enforcement officials , evidence. They may be

examined for medical care and treatment and results

obtained in such examination may be released to civil law

enforcement. 
8 5

Military personnel may hold part-time off-duty

employment as private security guards. 86

The Civil Air Patrol is not a part of the military and

the proscriptions of Posse Comitatus do not apply to

it.
8 7

Military police may detain suspected intoxicated

civilian drivers on base and turn them over to civil
88.. <

authorities for prosecution. 8 8

Military explosive detection dogs may be dispatched in

emergency situations to civilian locations when their

capabilities are needed but cannot be provided by civil

authorities.

Military patrols may be l ispatehed off-base For the

purpose of monitoring the drivint, 'oridit of military

personnel operating military vehiicl1s. This must be

limited to military vehicles iil or',b. r 9 vOi ,  Vi ol:tti fn of
90

Posse (,oitatus.

Military polire may u.r-e deadly 'orot to rtepel urmel

attacks on convoys or priority res, ur ,s (, basr .1,hoy
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may not pursue or apprehend repelled attackers outside the

immediate vicinity of the resource. If attackers are

captured, they may be held and turned over to civil

authorities. 91

This concludes the examination of military Judge

Advocate opinions. The reader should be aware that many

other opinions have been expressed, however, this

compendium did not address duplicate opinions rendered by

separate services.

Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1982

When the President signed the Department of Defense

Authorization Act of 1982, a new chapter was added to Title

10 of the United States Code. This chapter delineated

certain assistance the military may provide civilian law

enforcement agencies without violating the Posse Comitatus

Act. This legislation provided the following guidelines as

summarized by Chief of the General Law Division of the

Judge Advocate General of the Air Force:92

permits sharing of information with civil-

ian law enforcement officials having jurisdiction

to enforce laws connected with the information...

permits Sec Def to make available to civil

ian law enforcement personnel, for law enforce-

ment purposes only, Army, Navy, Air Force, and

. . . . . . . . . . . .- . . .. . .
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Marine Corps facilities and equipment...

... authorizes use of military personnel to

train civilians in operation and maintenance of -:-

military equipment made available to civilian law

enforcement authorities.

... authorizes military personnel ... to

operate or maintain ... equipment made available

to civilian law enforcement authorities, upon

the request of e cabinet level official having

jurisdiction to enforce drug, customs, or

immigration laws when the cost or time for train- . -

ing civilian personnel ... would make such train-

ing impractical; but such assistance generally

may be given only to the extent of monitoring

and communicating the movements of air and sea

traffic ... military personnel may operate and

maintain such equipment outside the land area of

the U.S. while the equipment is being used to

transport civilian law enforcement personnel or

being used as a base of operations for such

personnel.

... prohibits direct participation by military

personnel in the interdiction of a vessel or

aircraft or in arrests, searches or seizures, or

similar operations ...

..p- •
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... provides that none of the assistance

authorized may adversely affect military

preparidness.

~Summary

This chapter has reviewed and examined civil and

military court decisions, U.S. Attorney General/military

Judge Advocate General opinions, and the Department of

Defense Authorization Act of 1982. Each of these areas

contains decisions which are binding upon the military and

enforcement of civil law.

In studying civil and military court cases, the

absence of prosecutions for Posse Comitatus violations is

conspicuous. Simply stated, there have been none. The

Posse Comitatus Act has been primarily used in an attempt

to have evidence excluded. Consistently, the courts have

ruled violation of Posse Comitatus does not carry the same

exclusionary rules as violation of the Fourth Amendment.

Because of this, several possible violations of Posse

Comitatus were never decided. The courts generally stated

since there was no exclusionary rule applicable, there was

no reason to determine whether or not the violation

occured. There were two notable exceptions in which courts

decided to exclude evidence based on the flagrance of the

violation and in an attempt to show that such flagrant
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violations will not be allowed.93' 9 While the Posse

Comitatus Act is a prohibition on the military, the

surprising majority of cases in which Posse Comitatus

defenses have been attempted have been decided in support

of the military assistance which was rendered.

In reviewing the Attorney General/Judge Advocate

decisions, the decisions are fairly evenly split among

prohibitions and authorizations. The majority of the

Attorney General decisions related to the authorizations

allowed under the President's authority granted by the

Constitution. The Judge Advocate decisions were generally

answers to specific inquiries from supervisors on

operational use of military personnel. Generally, the

decisions of the Attorneys General and the Judge Advocates

General were more restrictive than the courts. Perhaps

this is because both the Attorney General and the Judge

Advocate realized there would be specific actions taken as

a result of their advice and were more conservitave in an

attempt to preclude accusations of Posse Comitatus

violation.

The final section of this chapter addressed the

Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 1982, which

gave specific authorizations to military assistance in drug

interdiciton, customs, and immigration control. Although

apparantly loosening the restraints of Posse Comitatus, the

. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
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i

authorizations of this legislation really do not appear to

have granted any authorizations which had not already been

decided before judicial forum. S

This concludes the examination of decisions which have

had a binding effect upon military assistance to civil law

enforcement and the Posse Comitatus Act. In the following I

chapter, comprehensive lists of authorizations and

prohibitions of these decisions is provided.

.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

The information given in the preceeding chapters was

researched and presented to serve a single function. That

function is to provide a single source document which may

be used by military personnel to provide some guidance in

responding to requests for assistance from civilian

authorities. The "safe" response to such requests is a

rapid denial to all such appeals. By responding in this

manner, military personnel will never run the risk of

violating the Posse Comitatus Act, therefore they will

never place themselves in jeopardy of the penalties for

such violation. Unfortunately, by taking the "safe" course

of action, military personnel may also be weakening the law

enforcement systems of our nation by failing to provide

assistance which is entirely lawful.

The aforementioned chapters provided information which

may now be used to compile lists of activities which have

been either determined as non-violative of the Posse

Comitatus Act or violative of' the Posse Comitatus Act. The

use of these lists and their related citations will not

necessarily prevent accusations of violation of Posse

Comitatus by suspects or defendants in civil court, but it
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will provide a beginning for justifying the actions taken.

It may also be of some benefit to military attorneys who

are faced with the monumental task of researching the legal

history of our nation to provide Posse Comitatus guidance

to field commanders.

YTon-violative Military Assistance

Based upon an extensive review of civil and military

case history, United States Attorney General and Judge

Advocate General opinions, and the recently enacted

Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 1982, the

following examples have been found to be non-violative of

the Posse Comitatus Act. Legal precedent has been

established to allow military commanders to assist or

engage in civil law enforcement in the following situations

and examples:

1. Upon presidential order to protect Federal

property. 1

2. Under presidential order envoking war powers to

protect the war making capability of the nation.2

3. When occupying enemy territory, military has

authority to apprehend and transport U.S. civilians who

have committed crimes against the U.S. back to the

jurisdiction of the court.
3' 4, 5

4. Military personnel may be transferred from one

•". ...............................................
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location to another for the purpose of returning them to a

court's jurisdiction for apprehension and trial.6

5. Military commanders may expel and bar civilian

personnel from military property to ensure the security and

safety of that property.
7

6. State National Guard may actively assist in civil

law enforcement any time they are not serving on Federal

active duty.

7. Illegal drug use, possession, and delivery to

other military members, by a military member has a bearing

on military preparidness and may be investigated by

military both on and off the military installation.9 ' 10

8. Civilians may be used to assist the military in

military investigations. 11

9. Information uncovered during a military

investigation may be shared with civil authorities. 
12 , 13

10. Military personnel may be present at civilian

investigations and arrests, however, may take no active

part. They may observe only.1 4

11. Military investigators may testify as prosecution

witnesses in civil court to reveal information gathered

during lawful military investigations. In so doing, they

are acting as private citizens rather than military

investigators. 15, 16

12. Military observers may be ordered to sites of

........... ' .. "...
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civil disturbances which might require federal troop

intervention. Their mere presence is not a violation of.

Posse Comitatus. 17

13. Military personnel may provide assistance to

civil authorities as long as they are never placed in any

position of authority over civilians.
1 8

14. Military equipment and material may be loaned to

19, 20, 21, 22, 23
other federal law enforcement agencies.

15. Military equipment and material may be sold to

24
other Federal agencies.

16. Military may provide "passive" assistance such as

advice, recommendations, or aerial photo reconnaisance, to
"''" 25 :'

civilian authorities.2 5

17. When ordered to observe domestic disturbances,

military personnel may report the necessity for

intervention to their superiors and may develop contengency
26

plans for such intervention.

18. The military has the authority to arrest and

detain civilians on the installation and turn them over to

civil authorities for prosecution. 
27,2R

19. Military police may search and seize civilian

property on the installation with a legally issued search

warrant from the installation commander.29

20. When observing civilian police activities,

military personnel should avoid wearing the uniform, carry

. . . . .
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no weapon, take no photos, conduct no interviews, take no

statements, nor coordinate any civilian police activities

with military authorities.30

21. Military may provide identification of military

personnel to civil authorities.3
1

22. When acting as private citizens, military

personnel may provide any assistance necessary to civil

32
authorities.

23. The military is authorized to provide base entry

passes to civilian authorities who are conducting a civil

invest igat ion. 3

24. The Coast Guard does not fall under the

constraints of the Posse Comitatus Act and may actively

assist civil law enforcement agencies 
as necessary.

3 4

25. Whenever a contract between civilians and the

military calls for military inspection of goods or

services, that inspection process may also be conducted by

the military in an investigation to determine whether the

civilian is guilty of defrauding 
the government.

3 5

26. Military personnel may be used to assist civil

authorities in returning arrested military members to the

installati on. 36

27. Military police may stop suspected civil felons

who have fled onto the installation.

28. I.Tilitary police may search, seize, and turn over

p ' """ 
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36. The military may provide assistance as requested

by the Secret Service in the protection of the

President. 
5 0

37. Military police may provide off-installation

protection to military funds in transit. 5 1

38. The military is authorized to exercise

jurisdiction over civilians who are within the boundaries

of the instillation.
52

39. Military investigators may interrogate civilians

when investigating military personnel suspected of drug

vi ol at ions. 5 3

40. Military police may patrol jointly with civil

authorities, but may only be use. to remove military

personnel from situations which may escalate into

violations of civil law. 54' 55

41. With the permission of the subject, military

personnel may administer lie detector tests to civilians

for strictly administrative purposes. 5 6

42. Uith the permission of the subject, military

personnel may administer lie detector tests to military,

members when investigating violations of military law.
5 7

43. Military personnel may provide traffic control of

civilian vehicles operating on the installation.

44. With the permission of the subject, nilitary

personnel may conduct blood tests to determine the

.-- . .- _-. . -. ..
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intoxication level of civilians suspected of driving while

intoxicated on the installation . The results may only be

used for administrative purposes such as suspension of

installation driving privileges.
5 9

45. Military personnel may provide customs inspection

of military and military contracted civil aircraft

departing overseas locations enroute to the U.S. 60

46. If rape victims are provided care and treatment

by the military, the results of any examination conducted

during the care and treatment may e released to civil

authorities. 61

47. Military personnel may be employed part-time in

an o-dOuty scatus as rivate security guards without

i violating Posse Co nitatus.

48. The Civil Air Patrol is not a part of the

military and may provide active assistance to civil

authorities.

49. Civilianq suspected of driving while intoxicated

on an installation may be detained by the military and

turned over to civil authorities for testing and

prosecution. 64.

50. Militutry explosive detection dogs and handlers

may be dispatched by the installation commander to a:ssist

in civil emergencies iF the civi authority does not

possess exolosive detection dogs. 6 5
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51. Military patrols may be dispatched off the

installation to monitor the operation of military motor

vehicles.
6 6

52. Military personnel may use deadly force against

civilians to protect priority resources off the

in stal lati on. 6
7

53. Military personnel may capture and hold civilians

who attack military priority resources. These captives may

be turned over to civil authorities for prosecution.
6 8

54. Military facilities and equipment may be provided

to civilian authorities for drug interdiction, customs, or

immegration control. 6 9

qq. Militar7r personnel may operate and maintain

equipment loaned to civil authorities when it is not

feasable for civilian operators or maintenance personnel to

be trained.
70

56. Military personnel may train civilians in

operation and maintenance of military equipment loaned to

civil authorities.7 1

57. When civil authorities are being transportel in a

military airplane or ship to enforce civil law in

compliance with the Pepartment of Defenso Appropriations

Act of 19R?, military personnel may operate monitoring and

communications equipment.
7 2

.... -......- -... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '.- -:-
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Violative gilitary Assistance

Just as the previously discussed research identified

certain non-violative military assistance which may be

rendered to civilian law enforcement, it also revealed

certain actions which have been deemed violative of Posse

bomitatus. Military personnel using these lists as

guidance in making decisions should 'ear in mind that like

the above list, the examples and situations described below

were extracted from decisions which have established

precedent against specific military actions because of

Posse Comitatus. Here then, are the prohibitions placed

upon military assistance:

1. Military court martial may not try civilians

except under declaration of martial law.
7 -

2. The military may not assist local law enforcement

to search for nonmilitary criminal escapees, or in other

performance of their duties. If assistance is rendered

unlawfully, the government is not liable for any neglegence

of the military member so assisting.7 4 ' 75

3. National Guardsmen called to Federal Active Duty

are bound by the constraints of Posse Comitatus.
7 6

4. Reservists on active or inactive duty are bound by

the restraints of Posse Comitatus. 7 7

5. The Navy and Mlarine Corps may not intentionally

violate the Por-se Comitatus Act merely because their

S*.*s..- - .. .... ." - "' " ".. .. - ' . ." . "- - . '.' .'-._ '''''.
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branches of the military are not specifically identified in

its text.7 8

6. Military personnel may not provide "active

assistance" to civil authorities such as arresting, seizing

evidence, seizing persons, seizing buildings, investigating

crimes, interviewing witnesses, pursuing escaped civil

prisoners, or searching areas for suspects.
7 9' 80

7. A military member assisting civil authorities as a

"nrivate citizen" may not receive compensation from the

military for the assistance rendered. Compensation by

either money or special considerations makes the assistance

duty rplated and a violation of Posse Comitatus.
8 1

8. Military personnel may not perform duty as an
82

undercover agent for civil authorities.8 2

9. Military personnel who draw or brandish weapons

while serving as observers at civil arrests are exerting

authority and are in violation of Posse Comitatus.8 3

10. The military may not be ,ised to quell civil

rebellion unless so ordered by the President.

11. The military may not be used to assist civil

authorities merely because a government official has been

vi ctimized.

12. Conducting military maneuvers in a specific area

at the request of civ'l authorities in an attempt to

interdict drug tra-fic is merely an nttempt to circumvent

* *#~.**... .*
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the Posse Comitatus Act, and is unlawful. 8 6

13. Military investigators may not be used by the

Department of Justice to investigate civil fraud cases

against the military. Military expertise in contractor

fraud against the military is not sufficient to violate

Posse Comitatus.
8 7

14. Outside the installation boundaries, the military

may not exercise jurisdiction over anyone other than

military personnel.
8 8

15. Military personnel may not assume or be delegated

the President's authority to order federal troops to

suppress domestic violence.
8 9

16. Military police may not perform duty as "joint

patrol" with civil police if the objective is to use the

military to assist in enforcing civil law.9 0

17. The military may not conduct lie detector

examinations on civilian or military personnel for the sole

purpose of providing information to civil uuthorities.
9 1

18. The military may not be used to guard civilian

prisoners in civilian jails or penetentiaries.9 .

19. The military may not provide crowd control at

civilian parades.95

20. The military may not provide traffic control off

of the military installation.
94

21. Blood teits may not be taken from either

. . . -.
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civilians or military personnel solely to provide the

results to civil authorities.
9 5

22. Military police may not be dispatched off the

installation to provide protection for nonmilitary funds,

even if the funds are originating from the installation or

are being delivered to an installation. 96

23. Military personnel should not be used as game

wardens on base to enforce either state or federal hunting
q7

laws. -

24. Military medical personnel may not perform

physical examinations solely to provide the results to
98

civil authorities.

25. Military personnel may not pursue or arrest

repelled attackers of military priority resources outside

the immediate vicinity of those resources.99

26. Military personnel may not provide otherwise

authorized assistance to civil authorities is such

assistance will result in decreased military

preparidness.1 --

27. Military personnel who are providing civilian law

enforcement assistance under the provisions of the

Department of Defense Appropriations Act of 1982, may not

actively participate in interdiction of vessels or aircraft ."-

or arrests, searches, seizures, or similar direct active

1 01
assistance.

• ~~~~~~.................................. .........."-.......... " ... . ' ."- '"-"""
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Conclusions

As the two preceeding lists show, the prohibitions

against the military providing assistance to civilian law

enforcenent agencies are not as "iron clad" as one might

anticipate by reading the Posse Comitatus Act. Through

court decisions, legal opinions, and legislation, there are

over twice the number of authorizations than prohibitions.

Furthermore, the lack of criminal prosecutions for

violation of the Posse Comitatus Act lend the appearance of

unenforcability to this law. Military personnel should not

become complacent because of this nonuse, however. There

is always the possibility that the civil courts will grow

weary of Posse Comitatus violations and will begin to push

civil prosecutors to file charges for these violations.

In orier to protect military personnel who are faced

with the opportunity to assist civil law enforcement and

thereby violate the Posse Comitatus Act, the military

services should provide a list similar to the ones above

for use in the field. Furthermore, the military should

provide annual updates, as a minimum, in order to keep

abreast of the changing laws and legal decisions which are

prevalent in this country.

As this study has shown, the military is allowed to

assist civil law enforcement in numerous manners. For

military commanders to arbitrarily deny assistance out of

"" " " .~~~~...............' ..... '..........'" :12: : :::". .. " ." .. ' '' '" "- "" . '. . ........ "... .... . . .." " '.'-'"" " ... i:
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fear or ignorance of the Posse Comitatus Act denies a

portion of the resources available to fight crime in the

United States. This may have the detrimental effect of

weakening the crime fighting capabilities necessary to

provide a safe environment in which to live. To negate a

portion of our capabilities is to provide increased

opportunities to those who would violate the law.

Need For Further S tudy

In addition to the previously mentioned annual

updating to decisions relating to Posse Comitatus, an-

additional study of the use of military in foreign

countries should be undertaken.

The United States appears to have limited military

assistance to areas such as drug interdiction whereas

other countries such as Great Britain and the Pederal

Republic of Germany give the military an active role in

such areas as counter terrorist activities. Studies of

other possible uses of the military may reveal several

areas in which the United States can make better use of its

military resources without placing them in positions of

authority which are normally abhorrent to our society.
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